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RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Sir John in Love (1924-28) An Opera in Four Acts

Libretto by the composer, based on Shakespeare’s

 (in order of appearance)
Shallow, a country Justice Heddle Nash
Sir Hugh Evans, a Welsh Parson Parry Jones
Slender, a foolish young gentleman, Shallow’s cousin Gerald Davies
Peter Simple, his servant Andrew Gold,
Page, a citizen of Windsor Denis Dowling,
Sir John Falstaff Roderick Jones
Bardolph John Kentish
Nym Denis Catlin
Pistol Forbes Robinson
Anne Page, Page’s daughter April Cantelo
Mrs Page, Page’s wife Laelia Finneberg
Mrs Ford, Ford’s wife Marion Lowe
Fenton, a young gentleman of the Court at Windsor  James Johnston
Dr. Caius, a French physician Francis Loring
Rugby, his servant Ronald Lewis
Mrs Quickly, his housekeeper Pamela Bowden
The Host of the ‘Garter Inn’ Owen Brannigan
Ford, a citizen of Windsor John Cameron

} Sharpers attending on Falstaff

Sir John in Love



Of all the musical forms essayed by Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958), his operas
have received the least recognition or respect.  His propensity to write without
commissions and to encourage amateur or student groups to premiere his stage pieces
has perhaps played a part in this neglect.  Yet he was incontestably a man of the theatre.
He produced an extensive, quasi-operatic score of incidental music for Aristophanes’

, for the Cambridge Greek Play production in 1909.  This work and such
diverse later pieces as ,  and the  all testify, in very
different ways, to his innate flair for the dramatic.  Though reluctant to classify them as
such, he completed six operas (a seventh, , was left unfinished at
the time of his death).

‘I feel from this score, that Falstaff had been slyly standing at Vaughan Williams’s elbow
for many long years’.1  Hubert Foss’s comment, taken from his 1950 study of the
composer, concerns arguably the latter’s greatest musico-dramatic work, the four-act
comic opera, .  Falstaff had indeed been in Vaughan Williams’s
consciousness for many years.  When he was music director for Frank Benson’s
Shakespeare Company at Stratford-upon-Avon in 1912 and 1913 he provided
incidental music for a production of .  Although most of
the score has been lost, we know that he used the tune ‘Greensleeves’ and it is more
than likely that this music for the stage gave rise to the later opera.

 was composed in 1924-8 and premiered on 21 March 1929 at the
Royal College of Music, London, conducted by Malcolm Sargent.  Further
performances followed in 1930 and in 1933 at the Bristol Opera School, for which the
composer added a Prologue (subsequently withdrawn), an Episode and an Interlude.2

The first professional staging was given by Sadler’s Wells Opera (the forerunner of
English National Opera) in April 1946.  In July 1958, less than a month before he died,
the composer attended a performance at the Sadler’s Wells Theatre with Eric Shilling
as Falstaff and John Cameron as Ford;3 The New Opera Chorus and Orchestra, and
1  Hubert Foss, :  (London: Harrap, 1950), p.180.
2  Act III Scene I in this recording.
3  John Cameron is the only member of the cast who appeared (as Ford) in both the 1956 BBC studio broadcast
presented here and the 1958 Sadler’s Wells production.

3  EVANS As we sat down in Papylon  4’36”
4  HOST Peace, I say!  3’04”

5  MRS FORD What, John! What, Robert!  2’01”
6  MRS FORD Alas my love, you do me wrong  4’46”
7  FORD Ah! How now, where bear you this  3’57”

8  Prelude -  FORD Pardon me, wife  3’52”
9  MRS PAGE There is an old tale goes  5’19”
10 Entr’acte 2’36”

11 FALSTAFF The Windsor bell hath struck twelve  5’15”
12  FALSTAFF I think the devil will not have me damned  5’04”
13  PAGE Nay, do not fly  3’14”
14  FORD This is strange, who hath the right Anne?  7’22”

Sadler’s Wells Chorus, (Chorus-Master Marcus Dods)
Philharmonia Orchestra (Leader Max Salpeter)

conducted by Stanford Robinson

BBC Studio Recording  Producer Mark Lubbock
Broadcast on 12-13 February 1956



 DISC ONE

1 Prelude – SHALLOW, Dr EVANS What-hoa!  4’30”
2 SHALLOW Sir Hugh, persuade me not…   2’10”
3 ANNE Ahem ... 1’33”
4  ANNE This is my father’s choice  2’37”
5  FENTON Do but look on her eyes  2’47”
6  FENTON I see I cannot get thy father's love  3’07”
7  CAIUS Vere is dat knave Rugby?  4’27”
8  MRS QUICKLY Master Fenton 1’44”
9  BARDOLPH, NYM, PISTOL How now, mine host of the Garter  2’57”
10  FALSTAFF I spy entertainment in her  3’44”
11  NYM, PISTOL Wilt thou revenge?  2’42”
12  FORD Love my wife? I will be patient  3’22”

13  Prelude – MRS PAGE Thine own true knight  6’21”
14  MRS QUICKLY, PAGE & FORD Sigh No More, Ladies  2’42”

15  FALSTAFF Bardolph, Bardolph, I say!  5’41”
16  FALSTAFF Go thy ways  5’30”
17  FORD Sir, my name is Brook  5’24”
18  FORD Ha, is this a vision?  3’14”

 DISC TWO

1  Prelude – FENTON Yet hear me speak  4’00”
2  ANNE Let him woo for himself  6’48”
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Roderick Jones as Falstaff in the 1946 Sadler’s Wells production



members of the Western Theatre Ballet were conducted by Brian Priestman.   After this,
it is thought not to have graced the professional stage in Britain again until 2 March
2006 when English National Opera revived the work at the London Coliseum.

At the time Vaughan Williams began writing  in 1924 he dubbed it
.  The subsequent change in title is significant as the finished opera is

suffused with romance and lyricism, and is far more amiable and considerate towards
its dissolute anti-hero than its source-play.  It remains one of the few examples in the
medium where the principal characters expressing their passions openly are beyond the
first blush of youth.

Dissatisfied with the libretto which Harold Child had furnished for his previous ‘ballad
opera’ , Vaughan Williams elected to write his own text for his Falstaff
opera.  His admiration for the much-derided4 , the only
Shakespeare play set unequivocally in middle-class England, is evident in the
composer’s reference to the piece as ‘a wonderful comedy’.5  In compiling his text, he
truncated , whilst also adding passages from other
Shakespeare plays and several other Elizabethan poets, including Ben Jonson, Thomas
Campion and Christopher Marlowe.6

4  Writing in the  in 1902, Max Beerbohm, Vaughan Williams’s contemporary at Charterhouse
School, called the play ‘the wretchedest piece of hackwork ever done by a great writer’: quoted in Roger Savage,
‘Alice Shortcake, Jenny Pluckpears, and the Stratford-upon-Avon Connections of Vaughan Williams’s ‘Sir John in
Love’, , Vol.89, No.1 (February 2008), p.19.
5  Ralph Vaughan Williams, ‘Author’s Note’, in programme booklet accompanying the New Opera Company
September 1958 production of .
6 The texts from other authors and from other Shakespearean plays included in the libretto consist of: (Act I) ‘Weep
eyes, break heart’ from  by Thomas Middleton; ‘Do but look on her eyes’ from

 by Ben Jonson; ‘Come O come, my life’s delight’ by Thomas Campion; ‘Back and side go bare’
from , atrib, John Still; ‘When daisies pied’, from .  (Act II) ‘Sigh no
more ladies’ from ; ‘O that joy so soon should waste’ from  by Ben
Jonson’ Psalm 137; a stanza from  by Christopher Marlowe.  (Act III) ‘Beauty clear and
fair’ from  by John Fletcher; ‘Fair and fair’ by George Peele; ‘I mun be married a-Sunday’ from

 by Nicholas Udall; ‘Greensleeves’, words from  (19584);
‘Have I caught my heavenly jewel’ by Philip Sidney.  (Act IV) ‘The falling-out of faithful friends’ by Richard Edwards;
‘See the chariot of hand’ from  by Ben Jonson; ‘Whether men do laugh or weep’ by Philip Rosseter
and Thomas Campion.

Acetate transfer and restoration by Norman White

cover photo : Eduard von Grutzner (1846-1925)

THE LYRITA RECORDED EDITION TRUST
ITTER BROADCAST COLLECTION

Richard Itter had a life-long fascination with recording and he habitually acquired professional
equipment for disc and tape recording even for solely private use. From his home in Burnham he
was able to receive a good signal from the BBC Wrotham transmitter, which was constructed in
1951 and began broadcasting VHF/FM on 2 May 1955. His domestic recordings from BBC
transmissions (including Proms, premieres, operas, symphonies and chamber music – more than
1500 works in total), date from 1952-1996. Everything was initially recorded on magnetic tape, but
up to 1955 particularly important performances were transferred to acetate disc. These fragile discs
were never played and have remained in excellent condition, as have the majority of the tapes which
make up the bulk of the collection. In 2014 the Lyrita Recorded Edition Trust begun to transfer this
priceless archive and has put in place formal agreements with the BBC and the Musicians Union to
enable the release of items from it to the public.



Roderick Jones as Falstaff in the 1946 Sadler’s Wells production
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Although his reputation was forged mainly in orchestral and choral works, Vaughan
Williams was drawn to the theatre and opera.  Despite the fact that he wrote to Child,
‘I see  any chance of an opera by an English composer ever being produced, at all
events in  lifetime’,7 he was undaunted.  In fact during the late 1920s he was
occupied in writing no fewer than three operas concurrently: ; the very
fine one-act , a faithful setting of J. M. Synge’s dark play about the lives
and deaths of fisher-folk on an island off the west coast of Ireland, and his witty and
tuneful comic spectacle .

The joyous songfulness of  is especially striking in that the score was
created at a time when the composer was in the process of retreating from the folksong-
influenced and strongly nationalist works towards a more austere and dissonant mode
of expression which resulted in the neo-classical Violin Concerto, the flinty oratorio

, the masque  and, ultimately, the Fourth Symphony (1931-4).  It is
likely that the fluent melodiousness of  was largely determined by its
subject and the composer perceived intuitively which of the diverse musical styles by
now at his command would best complement the narrative.

In his ‘Author’s Note’ in the programme book for the 1958 Sadler’s Wells production,
Vaughan Williams admits that, ‘To write yet another Opera about Falstaff at this time
of day may seem the height of impertinence, for one appears in so doing to be entering
into competition with four great men – Shakespeare, Verdi, Holst and Nicolai’. 8   The
Falstaff opera by Vaughan Williams’s great friend Gustav Holst was the one-act

.  This was composed in 1924 and it may have influenced Vaughan
Williams’s decision to tackle the same subject at around the same time.  Like Elgar in
his great symphonic study of 1913, Holst was concerned only with the Falstaff of the
historical plays, assembling a libretto from the tavern scenes in Henry IV.  Vaughan
Williams expressed the hope that  might come to be regarded as a sequel to
Holst’s ‘brilliant Boar’s Head’.9

7  Letter from Vaughan Williams to Harold Child, dated c.15 July 1910, in ed. Hugh Cobbe,
 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), p.70.

8  Ralph Vaughan Williams, ‘Author’s Note’, in programme booklet accompanying the New Opera Company
September 1958 production of .
9  Ibid.



Holst’s hour-long piece was almost entirely derived from folk-tunes, but Vaughan
Williams claimed that folk-tune material took up less than an eighth of the score of

.  In fact, he quotes ten folk-songs (one of them French), a psalm tune and two
folk-dances.   All identified in the score, these pre-existing tunes are subtly and
effectively employed.  They go well beyond merely adding local colour and conjuring
up the spirit of Old England to suggest characters’ inner thoughts and moods and
presage dramatic developments.

In Vaughan Williams’s opinion Otto Nicolai’s  was ‘the most
successful of the Falstaff operas’,10 yet it is with Verdi’s staple of the repertoire that the
English composer has routinely been compared, to his disadvantage.  He expressed the
hope that ‘it may be possible to consider that even Verdi’s masterpiece does not exhaust
all the possibilities of Shakespeare’s genius’.11  In fact, although he admired the Italian
master’s Requiem and ,  was something of a disappointment for him:

‘Falstaff is not my favourite opera … Again and again the orchestra seems to be
preparing us for something like the big tunes of his earlier operas, but they do not
materialise’.12  Nevertheless, he praised Verdi’s ‘… heavenly melody with the oboe
which accompanies the love-making of Anne [Nannetta] and Fenton’ and paid tribute
with his own ‘heavenly melody with oboe’ for Anne in Act I of .

With his Falstaff opera Vaughan Williams had different intentions from those of Verdi
and his librettist, Arrigo Boito.  Until the last act the English opera moves at a leisurely
pace to accommodate its congenial breadth whereas Verdi’s more piquant masterpiece
is fleet of foot.  trains its spotlight firmly on the eponymous old rogue, but

 is essentially a deft ensemble piece covering a wide social canvas in which
Falstaff is simply first among equals.  Boito simplified the plot, reduced the number of
characters and bolstered Falstaff’s part by adding speeches from Henry IV.  By contrast
Vaughan Williams retained most of Shakespeare’s full cast in his 20 named parts filling
out even minor characters such as Sir Hugh Evans, Dr Caius, Slender, who spends

10  Ibid.
11  Ibid.
12  Ralph Vaughan Williams, ‘Verdi – A Symposium’, , Vol.2 No.3 (February 1951), p.14.

Fenton asks the Host to use his influence with Anne.  She comes by, accompanied by
a troop of young people.  Yielding to Fenton’s pleading, she agrees to elope that night.
Evans and Simple creep in, apprehensive about the duel.  The others arrive, followed
by the bloodthirsty Caius, but after much shouting, the Host reconciles them.    When
the clock strikes ten, Ford then asks everyone home to hunt a ‘monster’.

Mrs Quickly and the wives bait the trap for Falstaff, who duly arrives to find Mrs Ford
asleep.  But before he can begin his wooing the other women burst in and proclaim that
Ford is coming.  Falstaff squeezes into a convenient laundry basket and is covered with
filthy linen.  Ford really does arrive, and a crowd with him, but Falstaff is safely borne
out – only to be ducked in the Thames.  Ford frenziedly searches the house, and tears
aside the arras to find – Mrs Page.  All mock him for his suspicions and he has to ask
his wife’s forgiveness for suspecting her of adultery.

Ford has learned the truth, and is forgiven.  A second plot is made; Falstaff is to be
tempted to Windsor Forest and publicly humiliated.  During the preparations, Slender
and Caius both arrange to elope with Anne, on the instructions of Mr and Mrs Ford,
respectively.

An ambush is prepared.  Falstaff staggers on, badly shaken though still game.  He is
startled to find both wives there, but suggests that they divide him.  Howls and groans
are heard, and Falstaff, terrified, hides from the forbidden rites of the ‘fairies’, which
now begin.  During the dancing, Caius and Slender each abduct a supposed Anne,
really a boy in disguise.  Fenton flies with the real Anne.  Falstaff is discovered, and is
soundly pinched and burned.  At a horn-call, the ‘fairies’ vanish, and return as citizens
of Windsor to reprove and jeer at the ignoble knight.  Slender and Caius interrupt them,
each furious at the trick played on them.  Finally, Fenton and his bride are escorted in
by their friends.  Falstaff reconciles the Pages and leads the company in a song to
complete the happiness of all.



singing in the distance, and they snatch a few minutes together before Page interrupts
them and tells Fenton to keep away.  Dr Caius struts in, on his way to court with his
household of two, Rugby and Mrs Quickly.  Peter Simple furtively sneaks up to the
latter with a message from Evans about the proposed marriage.  Caius discovers him
and flies into a rage, swearing that he will himself marry Anne and challenging the
unfortunate person to a duel.  As they leave, Fenton takes Mrs Quickly aside and gives
her a ring for Anne; Mrs Quickly is now acting as go-between for all three suitors, but
decides in favour of Fenton who pays her best.  Bardolph, Nym and Pistol return from
a sport of larceny and celebrate with the Host of the Garter Inn.  While they drink,
Falstaff appears and tells the Holst that he must demobilise his expensive bodyguard.
The Host takes Bardolph on as a tapster.  Falstaff then announces that he will make love
to Mrs Ford and Mrs Page, in order to live on their husbands’ money.  Pistol and Nym
refuse to act the pander for their master, who seizes on this as an excuse to dismiss them.
They swear revenge.  The jealous Ford comes by, and is horrified at their revelations.
He overhears his wife and Mrs Page singing, ‘Cuckoo, oh word of fear! …’, and angrily
sends them packing.

Mrs Page is outraged at Falstaff’s letter; Mrs Ford joins her, more amused than
outraged, and reads her own letter aloud; the letters are word for word identical.  With
Mrs Quickly they resolve to teach the presumptuous knight a good lesson.

Falstaff is breakfasting on sack.  Mrs Quickly enters with messages from both the wives,
and arranges an assignation with Mrs Ford at her house.  Falstaff is hugely pleased and
writes a love-song.  He is interrupted by a stranger, ‘Master Brook’, who is in fact Ford
in disguise.  Ford hopes to find out the truth by asking Falstaff to make love to Mrs
Ford: ‘Brook’ says that he has wooed the lady unsuccessfully and needs evidence from
Falstaff in order to force her virtue.  Falstaff reveals that he has already engineered a
meeting with Mrs Ford.  Ford is left alone, and his rage bursts its banks; he resolves to
disgrace his wife in public.  The arrival of Caius, on his way to his duel with Evans, gives
Ford his chance: he will take everyone home afterwards and surprise Falstaff there.

most of the opera trying to compose his sonnet beginning ‘O Sweet Anne Page’, and
even Peter Simple, although his part encompasses only two notes throughout the score.
In this 1956 BBC studio recording, Roderick Jones makes an ideal Falstaff,
commanding and vulnerable in equal measure.  His love-song in Act II, ‘O that joy so
soon should waste’ is both droll and touching.   At the end of play, this butt of ridicule
is allowed to become a Master of Ceremonies, conferring his blessing on all and it is a
measure of Jones’s multi-layered portrayal that the transformation is effected with ease
and dignity.  This portrayal is the jewel in the crown of a reading in which a whole
community of colourful characters comes to life.

Part One of  has been criticised for being too crammed with incident,
yet Stanford Robinson’s judicious pacing allows each of the set pieces to register
effectively without disturbing the score’s overarching and irresistible sweep.  There are
many passing pleasures in the opera’s first half, such as Anne Page’s lovely aria ‘Weep
eyes, break heart’ with its keening oboe accompaniment, which runs into Fenton’s
ensuing ‘Have you seen the bright lily grow’ with disarming passion.  The old French
song ‘Vrai dieu d’amours, comfortez moi’ is scored with such tenderness and performed
with sufficient sensitivity by Francis Loring that, for an instant at least, the choleric
comic Frenchman Dr Caius is transformed into a credible suitor for Anne.  Another
highlight is the scene where Mrs Page and Mrs Ford read their identical letters from
Falstaff, partly in canon, which is glorious both dramatically and musically.  No less
attractive is Pamela Bowden’s warm and wise rendering of Mrs Quickly’s ‘Sigh no more
ladies’, with its waltz-like accompaniment.  The glorious men’s singing in ‘Back and
side go bare’ is spirited and vivid.  This is actually one of Vaughan Williams’s own
folksong-like tunes and when the results are so authentic-sounding and entirely fitting,
it surely renders superfluous the much-vexed question of whether the composer has
quarried his material from an existing source or supplied his own.

If Part One of the opera is a sequence of gems set in an intricate plot, after the interval
the drama tautens as the various narrative strands are assembled and all is settled and
reconciled.  James Johnston’s Fenton relishes another lovely aria, ‘Beauty clear and fair’
in the first scene, added in 1933.  Parson Evans and Dr Caius fight their duel over Anne,
worked up into a gripping octet.  Marion Lowe delights in in the charming episode in



Act III Scene III where Mrs Ford sings ‘Greensleeves’.  The tune later forms the basis
of an orchestral interlude that, in Vaughan Williams’s lambent arrangement, seems to
both encapsulate and irradiate the whole opera; it was reworked in 1934 as the famous

.  Ford asks his wife’s forgiveness to one of the composer’s most graceful
melodies in the poignant and haunting aria ‘Pardon me, wife’.  By contrast, Mrs Page’s
narration of the legend of Herne the Hunter is heralded by music of a deeply mysterious
and primordial character, with Mahlerian horn and trumpet calls.

Set in Windsor Forest, the final scene is jubilant and energised by several dances.  We
now encounter the composer in his most ebullient, masque vein.  Fittingly, the
character of Falstaff ultimately takes centre-stage.  After his cheerful humiliation, which
he accepts with comparable equanimity, he leads the memorable closing chorus,

‘Whether men do laugh or weep’.13  This grand finale contains the opera’s most
variegated and theatrical material and in the BBC recording presented here, there is a
tremendous sense of apotheosis as well as resolution.

 ‘My chief object in ‘Sir John in Love’ has been to fit this wonderful comedy with, I trust,
not unpleasant music’.14  With characteristic modesty, Vaughan Williams states his
intentions in writing his Falstaff opera, a fresh and appealing score offering humour and
warmth.  Calling for a large cast with genuine acting talent plus a chorus with key
contributions, it is a challenging work for any professional opera company to stage.  Yet
its emphasis on modest groups and ensembles rather than on show-stopping solo arias
would make it an ideal project for music colleges or conservatoires with large forces at
their disposal.

The 1958 Sadler’s Wells production generated a tremendous ovation.15  Vaughan
Williams was travelling home in a taxi afterwards with his friend and future biographer
Michael Kennedy.  Having been deep in thought, the composer eventually admitted

13  This chorus also makes a rousing conclusion to Vaughan Williams’s 1931 cantata for mixed chorus and
orchestra, , adapted from .
14  Ralph Vaughan Williams, ‘Author’s Note’, in programme booklet accompanying the New Opera Company
September 1958 production of .
15  Noted in A. E. F. Dickinson,  (London: Faber, 1963), p.271.

that he been ‘thinking over’ whether he ought to rescore  but decided that it
‘would do’.16  As this pioneering recording makes abundantly clear,  is
top-flight Vaughan Williams.  Designed to be savoured in a theatrical context, it would
make a highly desirable supplement to the standard operatic repertoire.

Synopsis

Justice Shallow and his nephew Slender have been robbed by Falstaff and his minions,
and Sir Hugh Evans is vainly trying to pacify the furious Shallow.  Slender (Shallow’s
cousin) is writing a sonnet to Anne Page which fortunately never gets beyond the first
four words.  Page (Anne’s father) enters, heralding the arrival of Falstaff and his three
hangers-on.  Abashed by this show of force, Shallow and Slender are prevailed upon to
accept the situation.  Evans and Shallow decide to arrange a marriage between Slender
and Anne, and leave them alone together.  Anne eventually rids herself of her bashful
wooer, and laments her father’s refusal to let her marry Fenton.  She hears her love

16  Michael Kennedy, , 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980),
p.220.
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Sir John Falstaff  *Roderick Jones
Page   Denis Dowling
Anne Page   April Cantelo
Fenton    *James Johnston

Mrs Quickly   Pamela Bowden
Host of the ‘Garter Inn’  *Owen Brannigan
Ford   John Cameron
Mrs Ford  Marion Lowe

Sadler’s Wells Chorus, (Chorus-Master Marcus Dods)
Philharmonia Orchestra (Leader Max Salpeter)

conducted by Stanford Robinson

BBC Studio Recording  Broadcast on 12-13 February 1956

Total playing time : CD1 (64’32”)  CD 2 (61’54”)


